Van Iersel Luchtman Lawyers
With approximately 40 lawyers, we are one of the largest independent
legal offices in the southern Netherlands. We have a solid reputation in the
Netherlands and internationally. For more than 60 years, we have been advising
companies and supporting entrepreneurs in their growth, as well as standing by
them in challenging times.

Right by your side

Our team of lawyers stand right beside you. We harness each other’s knowledge
and are driven by the same goal. Your challenges are our challenges, your
opportunities are our opportunities, and your sector is our sector. That’s why we
are right by your side.

IUROPE

Our international clients call for a cosmopolitan outlook, as the excellent services
we provide are not bound by borders. As part of the IUROPE initiative, we have
partnered with other leading law firms across various European countries.

Legal areas
We have specialists in ten legal disciplines.

Corporate & Contract Law

Catelijne Bach

For over 60 years, we have been serving some terrific
companies and supporting inspiring entrepreneurs in
their growth, or assisting them in challenging times. Our
lawyers who specialize in corporate and contract law
focus exclusively on the entrepreneur. They have also
built up expertise in Construction, Waste & Recycling,
Healthcare, Finance, and Gaming.

+31 88 90 80 906
c.bach@vil.nl

IP/IT & Privacy Law

Rik Geurts

Our IP/IT & Privacy specialists can answer your
questions on privacy law and advise you on how to be
and remain GDPR-compliant. They also know how to
secure intellectual property rights in the right way and
are well versed in the world of information technology.

If you suffer damage due to negligence or a defective
product, you will want to recover the losses from the
party responsible. If your company is held liable for
damage from another person, you will need a reliable
partner to defend you. Our specialist lawyers know
liability law inside out.

Jaap Broekman

+31 88 90 80 912
j.broekman@vil.nl

Mergers & Acquisitions

r.geurts@vil.nl

Our M&A team focuses on overseeing mergers,
acquisitions, shareholdings, joint ventures, and other
partnerships. We act on behalf of strategic parties,
private equity firms, venture capital funds, and other
financial investors. We work closely with corporate
finance advisors, auditors, tax experts, and other
financial advisors to successfully complete a transaction.

Boudewijn Cremers

Restructuring & Insolvency law

+31 88 90 80 838

Liability Law & Litigation

Employment Law & Employee Participation
Employment law can be quite unpredictable. Dutch
legislation is forever changing, as employees become
more and more empowered. They want more of a say
in issues that matter to them, while you need more and
more flexibility.

+31 88 90 80 916
b.cremers@vil.nl

With a team of fifteen lawyers, we can offer wide-ranging
advice on restructuring and reorganizing companies
that have run into trouble. Our team assists companies,
directors, creditors, financiers, and other stakeholders
in financially challenging times. Because we deal with
bankruptcies on a daily basis, we are fully aware of the
problems that can arise in the run-up to and during a
bankruptcy.

Maarten van Dooren

+31 88 90 80 825
m.dooren@vil.nl

Frank Smetsers

+31 88 90 80 976
f.smetsers@vil.nl

Legal areas
We have specialists in ten legal disciplines.

Environmental Law
Environmental law is multifaceted and complex. When
a business’s activities affect the environment, it often
requires a permit, exemption, or other authorization from
the government – whether it’s a construction permit,
nature permit, or water permit. The government also
carries out inspections to ensure you comply with the
regulations. And you might have to deal with enforcement
from the municipality or province, usually performed by
the Environment Service in practice.

Sanctions & Penalties
Companies and institutions are increasingly faced with
fines from various supervisory authorities. Not only can
the Public Prosecutor act as an enforcement authority,
but so too can regulators such as the Netherlands
Authority for Consumers and Markets, the Dutch Data
Protection Authority, the Netherlands Authority for the
Financial Markets, De Nederlandsche Bank, and the
Social Affairs & Employment Inspection. And this is
increasingly being used as a resort, with fines even being
imposed on individuals.

Wilbert van Eijk

Property Law

Rob van Seumeren

Our property specialists are fully versed in
environmental law and civil property law. The financial
interests in the property are often enormous and the
regulations complex. So, solid legal assistance and
practical advice is of the utmost importance.
+31 88 90 80 827
w.eijk@vil.nl

Charlotte Posthuma

+31 88 90 80 876
r.seumeren@vil.nl

Procurement law & Competition law

Boudewijn Cremers

Competition is essential for a healthy and innovative
economy. But to ensure that everything is fair, parties
must play by the rules of the game. Both procurement
law and competition law play a major role in this.
31 88 90 80 868

+31 88 90 80 916

c.posthuma@vil.nl

b.cremers@vil.nl

Sectors
We have a special expertise in the following sectors.

Waste & Recycling
Human activity produces waste products. You don’t need
us to tell you that. But every year, we generate dozens
of billions of kilos of waste. Fortunately, in recent years,
we have started to rethink the way we dispose of waste,
and now prefer to reuse and recycle, rather than send to
landfill and for incineration.

Construction & Housing
For a while now, construction has been picking up pace
and the property market becoming more appealing.
Economic growth is increasing demand for new homes,
utility buildings, and infrastructure. More and more
properties are being rented out and invested in. Yet,
tenants are increasingly seeking flexibility and no longer
want to commit to a long lease period. As a result,
location, marketability, and potential use are becoming
increasingly important for property investors.

Wilbert van Eijk

Gaming

Rik Geurts

+31 88 90 80 827
w.eijk@vil.nl

We are the only full-service team in the Netherlands
to specialize in the legal issues involved in the gaming
industry. Our team members combine their passion
for games with their legal expertise to work with you
and determine the right course of action. We take into
account your goals and the rapidly changing and highly
competitive market.

+31 88 90 80 838
r.geurts@vil.nl

Healthcare

Wouter van Loon

Rob van Seumeren

+31 88 90 80 876
r.seumeren@vil.nl

Finance

Robbert Roeffen

Our Finance industry team is dedicated to all players
who are active in the financial sector. We are more than
familiar with the playing field where accountants, tax
consultants, notaries, and corporate finance advisors
operate. Not only do we know the disciplinary law
applicable to several of these service providers, but we
also understand their technical framework.

+31 88 90 80 871
r.roeffen@vil.nl

Our Healthcare team includes lawyers with various areas
of expertise. Together, they combine their knowledge and
experience and apply it to the real-life issues experienced
by health care providers and health care entrepreneurs.
Whether health care procurement, governance,
complaints and disputes, collaboration or demergers,
restructuring, the Senior Executives in the Public and
Semi-Public Sector (Standards for Remuneration) Act
(WNT), innovation, or privacy aspects: our industry team
knows the ins and outs of your challenges.

+31 88 90 80 959
w.loon@vil.nl
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